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Abstract 
This article addresses the problem of the research of an unknown object in an unknown environment using visual 
servoing. The system is camera-in-hand system mounted directly on the robot manipulator, and a camera-fired system 
fixed on the top of the mobile platform and observes the scene from there. The method proposed is based on the 
epipolar constraint defined between the two cameras. While eye-in-hand camera covers the epipolar line, we compute 
the next best view to be observed. The system executes the task between two positions blindly, using a velocity 
control law which generates a safety movement for the manipulator robot. The proposed approach minimizes the 
computational time of the training and takes into account the safety and security of the environment. The paper first 
gives an overview of the existing approach for localizing an unknown object and evaluates some of those approaches 
and propose a novel approach.  
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1. Introduction 
A service robot is a robot which operates semi- or fully autonomously to perform services useful 
to the well-being of humans and equipments, excluding manufacturing operations [1]. 
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With this definition, service robots must be equipped with the most improved and intelligent sensors to be 
able to carry out daily life tasks in complex environment such as carrying, grabbing, picking up and 
moving objects. 
We study the grasping of unknown and non marked objects with a robotic arm controlled 
automatically for tetraplegic people. Many project aims to provide a grasping object assistance through a 
manipulator arm attached and controlled in different manner. Surveys of the different object grasping 
assistance robotic projects show four main concepts [2], [3], [4] and [5]. The most efficient concept is a 
mobile robot where the arm is attached to a mobile platform and controlled automatically. 
In our study, we aim for a more intelligent mobile manipulator and full autonomic robots which bring 
object with the minimum of human interaction and with the maximum of efficiency. In addition to 
providing assistance to handicap people, it can further be envisaged that such robotic appliances will be of 
general utility to humans both at the workplace and in their homes, for many different functions. 
As it is described in [5], [13] grasping object can be divided into three steps: designation of the object 
and its localization, approach toward object and the grasping object.  
In this paper we address this general goal by focusing on the specific problem of object detection and 
localization to profoundly mobility-impaired people. As it is proposed in [5], we use a semi-autonomous 
application for the first step of designation which only requires one click from the user. 
2. Review of the state of Art 
The adoption of visual feedback for closed-loop control of robot manipulators is becoming an 
interesting subject to overcome the lack of information. This approach is known as visual servoing. 
Moreover, the increase in the performance of machine vision is opening new scenarios where multi-
camera systems are employed [5]. 
The two most adopted camera configurations are known as eye-in-hand, where one or more cameras 
are rigidly attached to the robot end effector, and eye-to-hand, where the cameras are fixed in the 
workspace [3].  
We have a camera-in-hand system (also called eye-in-hand) mounted directly on the robot 
manipulator, and a camera-fired system (also called eye-to-hand) fixed on the top of the mobile platform 
and observes the scene from there (Fig.1). 
 
Fig. 1 System configuration. 
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The user chooses by a simple click the target (object for grasping) in the view returned by the eye-to-hand 
which is a global view. The information that comes from the click can’t provide 3D position because of 
the lack of the depth information. That’s why we must have a second view to be able to create a 3D object 
position. Many studies have made a critical assumption of many multi-view control systems which is the 
initial visibility of the regions of interest from all the views. [6], [7], [8] assume that the interest area is 
common to every cameras field of view. Whereas nothing ensures that the object is in the field of view of 
two cameras. And this assumption becomes not necessarily for the mobile camera since the initial arm 
pose is assumed to be purely random. In this case, we have to bring the object target into the eye-in-hand 
field of view.  
This case is less investigated, in the literature, than the previous one, but it can have the advantage to deal 
with all possible cases.  
[9], [10] and [11] have proposed to solve the problem as a servoing task which consists of surfing the 
epipolar line looking for the object of interest. In [11] the camera parameter space is explored and each 
configuration is evaluated according to an evaluation function. It is clear that exhaustive search will 
suffice for its solution; however, According to some surveys [12], [2], [13], [4] disabled people expect 
robots to give them a better autonomy in their every-day life and they ask for safe, not complicated, speed 
and reliable devices. 
So, our goal is the design of efficient strategies for search because exhaustive search is computationally 
and mechanically prohibitive for non-trivial situations.  
This paper formalizes the initialization step as an object search task of finding a given 3D object 
in a line of view and proposes a practical sensor planning strategy. It decomposes the huge space of 
possible sensing actions into a finite set of actions that must be considered, thus greatly simplifying and 
accelerating the search. 
The formulation casts sensor planning as an optimization problem: the goal is to maximize the probability 
of detecting the target object with minimal cost. 
The object is assumed to be unknown, i.e. its shape and texture are not known, no database is 
used, and the scene is complex with a textured and cluttered background. 
Our approach can be seen as an extension of [5] as the servoing task consists of surfing the epipolar line 
looking for the object of interest. 
Section II presents a state of the art of object grasping for disabled people. This section also 
introduces the main categories of robotic assistance to disabled people and carries on with a description of 
the main human machine interface principles proposed to a user to interact with a robotics grasping tool. 
Section III is dedicated to the method we propose, which reduces the effort of the user to trigger some 
robotic action to minimum. Section IV presents the perspectives and next stages of our research. 
3. Epipolar constraint 
We define a world frame , a camera frame for the first camera  and a 
camera frame for the second camera . 
A point  is projected on the image plane of each camera 1 and camera 2 respectively on  and 
. 
The projection of a point  is necessarily a line in another image, corresponding to the intersection of the 
epipolar plane and the image plane; see Fig 2 defined by the following equation Eq. (1): 
 
                                                                                                                                             (1) 
 
 is a point on the image plane of the eye to hand camera. 
is a fundamental matrix between the eye in hand and the eye to hand camera. 
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 is the projection of  on the image plane of the second camera. 
So the homologue of  which is , is necessary situated on the epipolar line defined previously.  
The use of the epipolar constraint restricts the research on the epipolar line. This is considered as a 
planning phase so then the robot must execute the task of following the generated path in order to search 
the target.  
In [5], authors have proposed the visual servoing based on epipolar geometry to cover the line and for 
each iteration, the system computes a visibility function to decide of the presence of the object and 
estimate its depth. The process ends when the manipulator attends the extremity of the segment and the 
depth information calculated in each iteration is merged. The result of the process is a visibility function 
throughout the epipolar line.  
 
 
Fig. 2 Epipolar geometry. 
4. Search Object through epipolar constraints 
Our aim is to bring the target object in the field of the eye-in-hand view. Our approach can be seen as 
an extension of [5] as the servoing task consists in surfing the epipolar line looking for the object of 
interest. A view of the object is available from the eye-to-hand view so it is used to detect the object in 
the eye-in-hand view. The idea in [5] is to recognize the object while the eye-in-hand camera is covering 
the epipolar line associated to the point defined by the user in the eye-to-hand view. The authors use 
Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) as an invariant features to image scale and rotation to detect the 
presence of the object on the line. To determine the depth [5] like in [9] use Bayesian decision framework 
which estimate the depth in each step. As soon as the segment has been entirely seen, the depth estimation 
is computed as the maximum of the posterior. To refine the estimation, [13] proposes to cover the 
segment several times. 
Note that the object isn’t seen in all the views taken along the segment. At each step of the decision 
process the unseen part of the segment has to be handled. 
So, we can distinguish three cases in the roam of the entire epipolar line: 
x Object out the field of view (a) 
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x Object partially in the field of view (b) 
x Object totally in the field of view (c) 
 
 
Fig. 3 Segments have been seen while eye-in-hand camera covers the epipolar line. 
In the first case, as it is shown on fig. All the segment  was covered, analysed and it doesn’t 
contain any visual information. So that the portion  which will be re examine in the next step is 
poor and will not bring new information, see Fig. 2 (a). It is more interesting to consider beyond the  
point which is called next observation position see Fig. 2 (b).  
 
 
Fig. 4 Next position when object is out the field of view. 
It is the same for the second case. Indeed, the segment  was covered, analysed and the portion 
 doesn’t bring any information about the object, see Fig.3(a). Only beyond , we have 
obtained a new visual information. So that, we have to maintain the region beyond  in the field of 
view and pass over the region between  and . So the next observation position is  see 
Fig.3(b).  For the third case, we have already brought new information that we must not lose. So the eye-
in-hand camera shouldn’t go over.  
                                    
 
Fig. 5 Next position when object is partially observed in the field of view. 
5. Proposed approach 
5.1. Unknown object segmentation 
Similar to [5], we must proceed to a segmentation of the object in order to limit the region of interest. 
The object is unknown and no database is used, so the problem becomes a segmentation of unknown 
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object which attracts a lot of attention within the computer vision community. We have chosen the snake 
algorithm for the segmentation of an unknown object with an initialization step which is the click point. 
5.2. Proposed process 
As demonstrated in the precedent paragraph, the image of the current scene is required only when it is 
necessary i.e. in the observation position. The problem becomes a blind navigation of the path between 
tow observation positions. The Fig.6 illustrates the navigation law.  
So we propose a look and move strategy divided into 5 steps: 
1. Image acquisition. 
2. Features extraction. 
3. Visibility function. 
4. Compute the next observation position. 
5. Navigation to the new position. 
 
 
Fig. 6 Control strategy. 
We define  intermediates successive situations between the initial position  which is the current 
pose when initializing the process and which is the limit of the space research. For each position, the 
system executes the process defined. We make the assumption that the path is free between those two 
positions. The second step in the process is released using invariant features described in the next 
paragraph. 
5.3. Definition of the next view position 
To describe an object and track it, we have to use parameters which are invariant by the time and the 
space. Our vision system is composed with an eye to hand camera fixed in the top of the robot and an eye 
in hand camera which is mobile and can be in any position and orientation. So, the feature used must be 
invariant to rotation and translation. We suppose  the initial situation and  the final situation defined 
as and .  and  are the limits that the arm can reach. And we suppose that we can 
define a path without any collision between the two positions. M is the number of intermediate steps 
between the initial and final position. After the feature extraction and the matching step, we have a cloud 
of points with 3D coordinates .  The projection of those points  on the epipolar line provides 
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which is a displacement of the points towards the eye to hand camera. We choose the first 
point projection reencountered on the epipolar line Fig.7. 
 
 
Fig. 7 Compute the next position. 
6. Conclusion 
We have proposed a novel approach for searching an unknown object with a minimum cost. We have 
shown that the search through a line can be optimized by a combination between blind movements from 
one position to another as it is unnecessary to observe the scene. The observation and the image 
processing is only done when it is necessary to analyze the scene and decide whether the object is visible 
or not. We are testing the proposed approach and evaluating it.  
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